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About This Game

Having stolen a rare and priceless artifact, two players find themselves trapped in ancient ruins. Both of you want to be the one
to escape ruins with the artifact, but you don't necessarily have enough equipment to do it on your own. But by taking the

artifact, a dark and ominous presence within the ruins has been awoken. Will both of you work together to try and solve the
perilous puzzles that stand in your path? Or will you forsake each other to try and keep the treasure for yourselves? Or perhaps

you will fall prey to that which lurks beneath the earth? There’s only one way to find out…

Dyadic is a co-op puzzle platformer…kind of. It’s definitely got platforms and puzzles, but you’re not always required to work
together with your partner. Working together may make your journey easier, but you’ll likely have to give up your control over

the Jade Statue, an ancient and valuable relic. So, are you and your partner friends, or foes? That’s for you to decide.

Now, you may be thinking “If this is a local co-op game, I’m going to need several controllers.” But you won’t! You can play the
entire game on just one! And yes, both you and your friend will be using it at the same time. Things not going your way? Try

and twist the controller to mess with your partner, or to force them into an unfavourable position. Almost anything is fair
game*. Not to worry if you’re a bit more traditional though, you can still use a keyboard, or two controllers if you wish.

*We are not liable for any injuries or broken friendships.

Key Features

Hours of co-op puzzle-solving goodness - Puzzle after puzzle to carefully solve, as friends or rivals. Which one is up
to you.
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Three unique zones - Travel through three distinct environments, each with their own puzzles and challenges.

A vast collection of deadly traps - Working together not your thing? Don’t worry, there’s plenty of ways to murder
your ‘friend’, and it’s as easy as pulling a lever!

Play with two controllers, or just one! - Sure, you can use two controllers if you’re boring. But why would you when
you and your partner can fight over one! Or you can use a keyboard too, if you want...
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Title: Dyadic
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Handsome Dragon Games
Publisher:
Handsome Dragon Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Dutch,Swedish
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Short and sweet - some minor gameplay bugs. Great fun as a local Co-op - can be finished in a single 2-hour playthrough.
Excellent puzzle game. Unique art style and interesting play style. MMMMMMMMMM Yesss'sss i shall sip on my chardonnay
while listing to this beutiful sound track and just ravishing my self in caviar MMMMMMM Yesssss'sss this is most suited to my
taset bud's

ps
grate work on the game
music 10\/10
game 10\/10

thanks

. Dyadic is a challenging and entertaining couch co-op puzzler. The levels progressively become more difficult, with
increasingly sophisticated puzzles. But every puzzle teaches you lessons that can be potentially applied toward the next puzzle.
Keeping an open mind and being patient allows one to succeed!

The artwork is aesthetically pleasing and the soundtrack works well with each level, making the experience more immersive and
adding depth to the gameplay.

My wife and I really love this game and plan to play it to completion. Kudos to the developers on a job well done as this type of
game is tricky to get just right!

Disclosure: I bought this game on a recent Steam sale for a fraction of its suggested price.
. It was fun in local co-op until the black myst chasing level.. The game is broken and is unable to be completed.. Inaccurate
controls and full of bugs.. I was searching through my library to find something to play with my girlfriend cooperatively. Dyadic
fullfiled my expectations - took us few hours to finish the game but it was a nice experience. Don't get me wrong - the game is
simple, short and has many flaws. It's controls are a bit clunky, characters did stuck on few things during gameplay and the
camera sometimes zooms out so far you barely see your characters. On the other hand the idea is cool, game is fun, not difficult
at all but you need to cooperate to progress through levels which is the most important aspect in such games. Decent, small
game.
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